
Year 3 Computing Medium Term Overview

Topic Autumn 1
Perfect Pets

Autumn 2
Home and Away

Spring  1
A Peachy Adventure

Spring 2
A Step Back In Time

Summer 1
What Lies Beneath

Summer 2
Raiders and Invaders

Unit and
Outcome

BBC Dancemat touch typing skills
and digital fluency.

Word Processing –
Use a word processing

platform to make a poster on
recycling.

Scratch - learn to use
algorithms for a purpose.

Programme a car in
Smoking Car game.

Presentation Media – to show
information on the Stone Age

to Iron Age.

Animations - use powerpoint to show a
scene from Krindlekrax

Scratch – design, write and debug a maze
game using their own Roman Soldier.

Topic Specific
Vocabulary

Keyboard Cursor Sprite Slide Stop motion Coding

Subject
Specific

Vocabulary

Symbol Insert Direction Graphics Camera Import

General
Specific

Vocabulary

Internet Informative Movement Presentation Animation Control

Prior Learning In KS1 children were taught to
use technology safely and
respectfully, keeping personal
information private; identify
where to go for help and support
when they have concerns about
content or contact on the internet
or other online technologies.

In KS1 children were taught
to use technology
purposefully to create,
organise, store, manipulate
and retrieve digital content.

In KS1 children were taught
to understand what
algorithms are; how they
are implemented as
programs on digital devices;
and that programs execute
by following precise and
unambiguous instructions.
Create and debug simple
programs and use logical
reasoning to predict the
behaviour of simple
programs. Children did
scratch Junior in Year 2.

In KS1 children were taught
to recognise common uses of
information technology
beyond school.

In KS1 children were taught to recognise
common uses of information technology
beyond school.

In KS1 children were taught to understand
what algorithms are; how they are
implemented as programs on digital devices;
and that programs execute by following
precise and unambiguous instructions.
Create and debug simple programs and use
logical reasoning to predict the behaviour of
simple programs. Children did scratch junior
in Year 2.

Later Learning In Year 4 pupils will use these
skills in Microsoft word to create
fact files and in PowerPoint to
create a presentation.

In Year 4 pupils will use these
skills in Microsoft word /
google documents to create
fact files and posters on the
Titanic and Mission Survival.

In Year 4 pupils will use
these skills in Scratch- Use
coding skills to design, write
and debug a maths quiz as
well as use micro:bits to
further their understanding
of computer robotics.

In Year 4 pupil ill use these
skills further to present about
a wonder of their choice.

In Year 5 pupils will further their animations
- children create an animation using
webcams and Lego models linked to space.

In Year 4 pupils will use these skills in
Scratch- Use coding skills to design and write
a maths quiz as well as use micro:bits to
further their understanding of computer
robotics.

Year 3
National

Curriculum
Objectives

Focus upon the skill of logging on,
using the computer and digital
fluency.
Recognise
acceptable/unacceptable
behaviour; identify a range of
ways to report concerns about
content and contact.

select, use and combine a
variety of software (including
internet services) on a range
of digital devices to design
and create a range of
programs, systems and
content that accomplish given
goals
use search technologies
effectively.
appreciate how results are
selected and ranked, and be
discerning in evaluating digital
content

design, write and debug
programs that accomplish
specific goals, including
controlling or simulating
physical systems; solve
problems by decomposing
them into smaller parts
use sequence, selection, and
repetition in programs; work
with variables and various
forms of input and output
use logical reasoning to
explain how some simple
algorithms work and to
detect and correct errors in
algorithms and programs

select, use and combine a
variety of software (including
internet services) on a range
of digital devices to design
and create a range of
programs, systems and
content that accomplish given
goals including collecting,
analysing, evaluating and
presenting data and
information
use search technologies
effectively.
appreciate how results are
selected and ranked, and be
discerning in evaluating
digital content

select, use and combine a variety of
software (including internet services) on a
range of digital devices to design and create
a range of programs, systems and content
that accomplish given goals,

design, write and debug programs that
accomplish specific goals, including
controlling or simulating physical systems;
solve problems by decomposing them into
smaller parts
use sequence, selection, and repetition in
programs; work with variables and various
forms of input and output use logical
reasoning to explain how some simple
algorithms work and to detect and correct
errors in algorithms and programs



More detailed
knowledge

required

Children will need to be shown
how to log on with their
username and password. Children
generally may not have been
exposed to laptops/computers
much in the classroom so the
basics will need to be spent
consolidating to ensure they are
secure in their later years at
school.

Children can use their skills
from Autumn 1 to create their
poster. Time will need to be
spent discussing the layout,
how to use basic computing
skills (such as inserting
pictures) and understanding
vocab.

Algorithm- A precise step by
step guide to achieving a
specific outcome. We all use
algorithms all the time but
often don’t recognise them
as such. The order we dress
and wash could be
described as a getting up
algorithm. Posting a letter,
dance steps, making a
sandwich or preparing a cup
of tea are other common
algorithms. In fact we all
use algorithms every day of
our lives. The important task
for budding computer
scientists is to break the
steps of any algorithm up
into the smallest possible
steps that could be repeated
by someone else or a
computer.
Debugging is the art of
fixing or correcting
algorithms or programming
code.

Children may need reminding
of the purpose of their
presentation

Understand that presentation
need to be spoke and
delivered so text and
graphics should be readable
from the back of a room.
each slide has a main idea
slides are organised in an
order
slides often use images and
text

(Only open through google chrome not
explorer)

Algorithm- A precise step by step guide to
achieving a specific outcome. We all use
algorithms all the time but often don’t
recognise them as such. The order we dress
and wash could be described as a getting up
algorithm. Posting a letter, dance steps,
making a sandwich or preparing a cup of tea
are other common algorithms. In fact we all
use algorithms every day of our lives. The
important task for budding computer
scientists is to break the steps of any
algorithm up into the smallest possible steps
that could be repeated by someone else or a
computer.
Debugging is the art of fixing or correcting
algorithms or programming code.

If your program does not run as expected,
ask why? Which part of your program did not
run? Check through carefully to ensure your
code is written correctly, and is in the correct
sequence.

Year 3 Skills - Fine motor skills for
holding hands over the
keyboards

- Fine motor skills to use
individual fingers
independently

- Understanding input
surface layout (keyboard
keys location on different
devices)

- Create a new document
- Save the document

o Introduce save
as – this varies
by platform as
to how this can
be achieved

o Locate their
saving area

o
- Learn how to open

documents from their
saved area

- Learn to insert pictures
/ clip art / graphics

- Changing font style, size
and colour

- Children to use
Microsoft powerpoint

- Create a new
document

- Save the document
o Introduce save

as – this varies
by platform as
to how this
can be
achieved

o Locate their
saving area

- Learn how to open
documents from their
saved area

- Learn to insert pictures
/ clip art / graphics

- Changing font style,
size and colour

- Learn how to start a
slide show

- Introduce transitions
between slides
including sounds

- Include sounds and transitions as
the animal moves

Linked
Computing

Technicians/
Influencers

Barbara Blackburn – She holds
the title of the World’s Fastest
Typer for her ability to maintain a
speed of 150 wpm for almost an
hour and had a top record speed
of 212 wpm.

Greta Thunberg

Bill Gates

Tatsuo Horiuchi chooses to
work with Microsoft Excel to
produce his  works of art.
(recreated Mona Lisa)

Reinhardt Buhr – uses
looping in his music (south
African)
Ed sheeran coding in music
Tokyo Myers – BGT music
for programming.
Tyler Hobbs turns algorithms
into art work.

David Burn uses PowerPoints
as his medium in art. He
creates showrooms with art
displayed on PowerPoints.
David Byrne, best known as
the lead singer for the '80s
rock band Talking Heads, has
collected his PowerPoint art

Walt Disney

John Kricfalusi

John Lasseter

 Oskar Fischinger

Reinhardt Buhr – uses looping in his music
(south African)
Ed sheeran coding in music
Tokyo Myers – BGT music for programming.
Tyler Hobbs turns algorithms into art work.
Olugbenga Adelekan – bass, keys



Erik Jensen creates pixelated
artwork using old computer keys.

Olugbenga Adelekan – bass,
keys

Dr Katie Bowman –
algorithm development
which took a picture of the
first black hole.

into a book and DVD with
original songs

Since the 1990s, Georges
Sauvet at the University of
Toulouse-Jean Jaurès,
France, has been compiling a
database of European Stone
Age

Gorrilaz - an entirely cartoon based band.

Linked Texts

Purple –
Fiction

Blue –
Non-Fiction

Using Digital Technology by Ben
Hubbard

The extraordinary life of Steve
Jobs

The extraordinary life of Katherine
Johnson

Pioneers of science and
technology.

Titans of Business - Steve Jobs

Artificial Intelligence

What A Waste: Trash,
Recycling, and Protecting Our
Planet

Wreck it Ralph Breaks the
Internet

Online Safety by Sam
Thompson, Dan Scase

Safe social networking -
Heather E Schwartz

Golidilocks - a Hashtage
cautionary Tale

Jeanne Willis and Tony Ross -
Chicken Clicking

Coding for Kids: Scratch:
Learn Coding Skills, Create
10 Fun Games, and Master
Scratch by Matthew
Highland

How to Code a Rollercoaster
by Josh Funk, Sara Palacios

secret Coders: Paths &
Portals by Gene Luen Yang

The Adventures of Nooby
Norman: Book 1 - Phantom
Forces

Agent Asha Mission Shark
Bytes

Grace Hopper- The woman
behind computer
programming

All of twinkle’s own published
book are on PowerPoint.

Frankie and Matilda learn
PowerPoints

Stig of the dump

Stone Age Boy

An introduction to PowerPoint

Wall-E (Disney/Pixar Wall-E) by Random
House Disney

Shaun the Sheep (animation)

Lego Movie

Animation Lab for Kids: Fun Projects for
Visual Storytelling and Making Art Move

The Lego Animation Book: Make Your Own
Lego Movies

Coding for Kids: Scratch: Learn Coding Skills,
Create 10 Fun Games, and Master Scratch by
Matthew Highland

Harry Potter – Goblet of fire maze part.

Computer Coding Projects for Kids: A unique
step-by-step visual guide, from binary code
to building games by Carol Vorderman

Adot Lovelance - technology Pinoeer.

Great with Code - Build your own website

Kids get Coding - Coding in the real world.



Year 4 Computing Medium Term Overview

Topic Autumn 1

Paws for Thought

Autumn 2

Villagers and Pillagers

Spring 1

The Nowhere Emporium

Spring 2

Tragic Titanic

Summer 1

Mission: Survival

Summer  2

S.O.S Save Our Species

Unit and
Outcome

Scratch - Use coding skills to
design, write and debug a maths

quiz.

Use word processing skills to
provide an information poster

advertising the outcome.

Presentation Media – create a
presentation on a 'Wonder'.

Google Search - Use internet
search functions to research
information on the Titanic.

Scratch/Micro:bits - use coding
skills to design, write and debug a
maze for an animal to orientate.

Animations - use power point or
google slides (multi-platform

choice) to create a stop motion of
an endangered animal.

Topic Specific
Vocabulary

Algorithm Word-Processing Media Search history micro:bit Frame

Subject
Specific

Vocabulary

Blocks Format Audio recording Search Engine Re programming Sequence

General
Vocabulary

Design Layout Transition Bookmark Additional control motion

Prior Learning In Year 3 pupils were introduced to
scratch and coding. They also
designed their own maze/game
and became familiar with key
vocabulary and the coding
software.

In Year 3 pupils were taught

Word Processing to make an
E-safety poster. This is also
explored later in Year 4 whilst
creating a fact file on word. They
also looked at BBC Dancemat touch
typing skills and digital fluency.

In year 3 pupils learnt to use
PowerPoint to show information on
the Stone Age to Iron Age.

In Year 3 pupils were taught

Word Processing to make an
E-safety poster. They also looked
at BBC Dance mat touch typing
skills and digital fluency. This was
also explored earlier in Year 4
whilst creating an informative
poster about the digestive system.

In Year 3 pupils were introduced to
scratch and coding. They also
designed their own maze/game
and became familiar with key
vocabulary and the coding
software. Children revisited this at
the start of Year 4. This is first time
they are introduced to micro: bits
and spend time learning the
robotics behind coding.

In Year 3 pupils were taught the
BBC Dance mat touch typing skills
and digital fluency skills.

Later Learning In Year 5 pupils will be taught how
to develop more complex games
with more in-depth algorithms.

In Year 5 pupils will use databases
to collect information and mail
merge to create animal top trump
cards.

In Year 5 pupils will use databases
to collect information and mail
merge to create animal top trump
cards.

In Year 5 pupils will use these skills
to further their information
collection in Desktop Publisher to
create Egyptian Fact Files.

In Year 5 pupils will be re
familiarised with the robotics
micro:bit and create a scrolling
display on the micro:bit. They use
other functions of the button to
control a character.

In Year 5 pupils will use databases
to collect information and mail
merge to create animal top trump
cards.

Year 4 National
Curriculum
Objectives

design, write and debug programs
that accomplish specific goals,
including controlling or simulating
physical systems;

solve problems by decomposing
them into smaller parts

use sequence, selection, and
repetition in programs; work with
variables and various forms of
input and output

use logical reasoning to explain
how some simple algorithms work

select, use and combine a variety
of software (including internet
services) on a range of digital
devices to design and create a
range of programs, systems and
content that accomplish given
goals, including collecting,
analysing, evaluating and
presenting data and information

select, use and combine a variety
of software (including internet
services) on a range of digital
devices to design and create a
range of programs, systems and
content that accomplish given
goals, including collecting,
analysing, evaluating and
presenting data and information

use search technologies effectively,
appreciate how results are selected
and ranked, and be discerning in
evaluating digital content

use technology safely, respectfully
and responsibly; recognise
acceptable/unacceptable
behaviour; identify a range of ways
to report concerns about content
and contact.

design, write and debug programs
that accomplish specific goals,
including controlling or simulating
physical systems;

solve problems by decomposing
them into smaller parts

use sequence, selection, and
repetition in programs; work with
variables and various forms of
input and output Microbits is form
of robotics to help programme a
device.

select, use and combine a variety
of software (including internet
services) on a range of digital
devices to design and create a
range of programs, systems and
content that accomplish given
goals, including collecting,
analysing, evaluating and
presenting data and information



and to detect and correct errors in
algorithms and programs contact.

It gives children real life
experiences in a relatable context
– EG gaming.

use logical reasoning to explain
how some simple algorithms work
and to detect and correct errors in
algorithms and programs contact.

More detailed
knowledge

required

Algorithm is a precise step by step
guide on how to achieve a specific
outcome. We use them all the time
without realising (the order we
wash/get dressed etc.)

Debugging is the art of fixing
(crucial in computer science) if it
does not run as expected, ask
why?

Activities need to be very basic and
accessible for pupils in a few
minutes so they can overlearn and
repeat basic skills.

Be prepared to revisit these key
skills in subsequent weeks
alongside other more advanced
skills.

Pupils need time to investigation
transition effects possible but need
reminding of the purpose of their
presentation

Understand that presentation need
to be spoke and delivered so text
and graphics should be readable
from the back of a room.

Activities need to be very basic and
accessible for pupils in a few
minutes so they can overlearn and
repeat basic skills.

Be prepared to revisit these key
skills in subsequent weeks
alongside other more advanced
skills.

Microbit are a form of robotics -
emphasis on programming rather
than doing.  See the skill
progression for further detail.

It gives children real life
experiences in a relatable context
– EG gaming.

Basic literacy skills may need to be
reinforced whilst using word
processing software. Showing
children how to correct spelling etc
will help.

Activities need to be very basic and
accessible for pupils in a few
minutes so they can overlearn and
repeat basic skills.

Be prepared to revisit these key
skills in subsequent weeks
alongside other more advanced
skills.

Year 4 Skills - Learn how to alter the
graphics size and orientation

- Alter the layout and design of
the document

- Highlight and change certain
areas of text (make things
stand out or for effect)

- How to save different formats
of a document

- Recap Year 3 skills
- Children to use Microsoft

power point and google
slides

- Edit the graphics size and
orientation

- Alter the layout and design of
the document

- Highlight and change certain
areas of text (make things
stand out or for effect)

- Include sounds in
transitioning slides

- Opening search engine
browsers

- Deciding on key words to
enter

Lesson 1 - Moving objects slightly
(see aeroplane example)

EXT for GD - see video 1 - use
morph transitions

Lesson 2: Use motion path to
create   a maze to rescue the
endangered animal.

Linked

Computing
Technicians/

Influencers

Reinhardt Buhr – uses looping in
his music (south African)

Ed sheeran coding in music

Tokyo Myers – BGT music for
programming.

Tyler Hobbs turns algorithms into
art work.

Olugbenga Adelekan – bass, keys

Dr Katie Bowman – algorithm
development which took a picture
of the first black hole.

Tatsuo Horiuchi chooses to work
with Microsoft Excel to produce his
works of art. (recreated Mona Lisa)

Bill Gates

David Burn uses PowerPoints as
his medium in art. He creates
showrooms with art displayed on
PowerPoints.

Salvador Dali links to the
surrealism of imagination and
surrealism.

David Byrne, best known as the
lead singer for the '80s rock band
Talking Heads, has collected
his PowerPoint art into a book and
DVD with original songs

Tatsuo Horiuchi chooses to work
with Microsoft Excel to produce his
works of art. (recreated Mona Lisa)

Bill Gates

Most music artist have utilise
online servers to self-promote their
work. People use email as a means
of communication.

Artist market their work through
email servers.

Reinhardt Buhr – uses looping in
his music (south African)

Ed sheeran coding in music

Tokyo Myers – BGT music for
programming.

Tyler Hobbs turns algorithms into
art work.



Dr Katie Bowman – algorithm
development which took a picture
of the first black hole.

Linked Texts

Purple – Fiction

Blue –
Non-Fiction

Runaway Robot

Maze Runner - only the maze part.

Dolly E 1.0

If you give a mouse an iPhone

Computers in coding – lift the flap.

Adot Lovelance - technology
Pinoeer.

Great with Code - Build your own
website

Kids get Coding - Coding in the
real world.

Whizz kids word power

Human body: your digestive
system.

Using Digital Technology by Ben
Hubbard

The extraordinary life of Steve Jobs

All of twinkle’s own published book
are on PowerPoint.

Frankie and Matilda learn
PowerPoints

An introduction to PowerPoint

If you were a kid abroad the
Titanic (if you were a kid)

National Geographic Readers:
Titanic

Titanic Survivor: The Memoirs Of
Violet Jessop, Stewardess

How does a network work work -
High tech science - Matt Anniss.

Ezra Jack Keats – A letter to Amy

Emu Mail

Cyberbullying by Heather E.
Schwartz

The Technology tail – the impact of
digital footprint

Golidilocks - a Hashtage cautionary
Tale

Jeanne Willis and Tony Ross -
Chicken Clicking

Maze Runner - only the maze part.

Secret coders

Trapped in a video game

The Adventures of Nooby Norman:
Book 1 - Phantom Forces

Agent Asha Mission Shark Bytes

Grace Hopper- The woman behind
computer programming

Adot Lovelance - technology
Pinoeer.

Great with Code - Build your own
website

Kids get Coding - Coding in the
real world.

Year 5 Computing Medium Term Overview



Topic Autumn 1

A Land Faraway

Autumn 2

Into the Darkness

Spring  1

Walk Like and Egyptian

Spring 2

The Golden Age

Summer 1

A Twist in the Tail

Summer 2

Fun at the Fair

Unit and
Outcome

Minecraft – use programming to
move characters and complete

adventure game.

Animate It – children create an
animation using webcams and
Lego models linked to space.

Presentation Media Skills – create
an Egyptian Fact File posters.

Scratch – design, write and debug
programs. Children create

their own game for others to play.

Use databases to collect
information and mail merge to
create animal top trump cards.

Scratch/Micro:bits - Use coding
skills to programme micro:bits to
make scrolling displays for their

fairground rides.

Topic Specific
Vocabulary

Pixel Sequence World wide web Debug Data Troubleshooting

Subject
Specific

Vocabulary

Decomposing Motion Search engine Orient Graph Re coding

General
Specific

Vocabulary

Simulate Story board Shortcuts Edit Base Physical controller

Prior Learning In Year 4 pupils were taught
Scratch/Micro:bits - Use coding
skills to design, write and debug a
maze for an animal to orientate.
(using micro:bits) as well as
creating a quiz.

In Year 3 pupils were taught:
Animate It - Using stop motion
animation to retell a scene from
Krindlekrax

In Year 4 children used Microsoft
word and PowerPoint to create fact
files on a wonder and survivor in
the Titanic.

In Year 4 pupils were taught
Scratch/Micro:bits - Use coding
skills to design, write and debug a
maze for an animal to orientate.
(using micro:bits) as well as
creating a quiz.

In Year 4 children used Gmail –
Write emails to a survival expert.
They also used the internet to
research information for the
posters on the Titanic.

In Year 4 pupils were taught
Scratch/Micro:bits - Use coding
skills to design, write a maze for
an animal to orientate. (using
micro:bits) as well as creating a
quiz.

Later Learning In Year 6 pupils will be taught:
Scratch - Use coding skills to
design, write and debug a maze
for Torak’s quest in ‘Wolf Brother’

In Year 6 pupils will be taught:
Animate it - Stop motion
animation. Children design and
record their own Greek myth
animation.

In Year 6 pupils will be taught:
Google Forms - Create web-based
surveys linked to selling castles.
Children to use internet search
engines to gather information.

Enterprise Week

Excel – Spreadsheets: collecting,
analysing, evaluating and
presenting data and information
used for their business idea.

In Year 6 pupils will be taught:
Scratch - Use coding skills to
design, write and debug a maze
for Torak’s quest in ‘Wolf Brother’.

In Year 6 pupils will be taught:
Google Sites - Create a website
with information about dragons
using search technologies effective
– using work from last half term.

Enterprise Week

Excel – Spreadsheets: collecting,
analysing, evaluating and
presenting data and information
used for their business idea.

In Year 6 pupils will be taught:
Scratch/Micro: bits – use coding
skills to design, write and debug

programs.

Year 5 National
Curriculum
Objectives

Design, write and debug programs
that accomplish specific goals,
including controlling or simulating
physical systems; solve problems
by decomposing them into smaller
parts.

Use logical reasoning to explain
how some simple algorithms work
and to detect and correct errors in
algorithms and programs.

Use sequence, selection, and
repetition in programs; work with
variables and various forms of
input and output.

Use technology safely, respectfully
and responsibly; recognise
acceptable/unacceptable
behaviour; identify a range of
ways to report concerns about
content and contact.

Understand computer networks
including the internet; how they
can provide multiple services, such
as the world wide web; and the
opportunities they offer for
communication and collaboration.

Use search technologies
effectively, appreciate how results
are selected and ranked, and be

Design, write and debug programs
that accomplish specific goals,
including controlling or simulating
physical systems; solve problems
by decomposing them into smaller
parts.

Use logical reasoning to explain
how some simple algorithms work
and to detect and correct errors in
algorithms and programs.

Select, use and combine a variety
of software (including internet
services) on a range of digital
devices to design and create a
range of programs, systems and
content that accomplish given
goals, including collecting,
analysing, evaluating and
presenting data and information.

Design, write and debug programs
that accomplish specific goals,
including controlling or simulating
physical systems; solve problems
by decomposing them into smaller
parts.

Use logical reasoning to explain
how some simple algorithms work
and to detect and correct errors in
algorithms and programs.



discerning in evaluating digital
content.

More detailed
knowledge

required

https://www.commonsensemedia.
org/blog/the-minecraft-glossary-for
-parents

This website gives you a glossary
of terms about the game.

Plan a storyboard of the scene so
you know what media to collect
and capture for it.

Key shortcuts

Ctrl and Z: undo

Ctrl and C: copy

Ctrl and V: paste

Logging on to Google Chrome
Browser.

Accessing Google Drive.

Algorithm- A precise step by step
guide to achieving a specific
outcome. We all use algorithms all
the time but often don’t recognise
them as such. The order we dress
and wash could be described as a
getting up algorithm. Posting a
letter, dance steps, making a
sandwich or preparing a cup of tea
are other common algorithms. In
fact we all use algorithms every
day of our lives. The important
task for budding computer
scientists is to break the steps of
any algorithm up into the smallest
possible steps that could be
repeated by someone else or a
computer.

Debugging is the art of fixing or
correcting algorithms or
programming code.

If your program does not run as
expected, ask why? Which part of
your program did not run? Check
through carefully to ensure your
code is written correctly, and is in
the correct sequence.

Usual explanations for what data
is:  Data is usually numbers like in
maths  Data is stuff that you
collect in surveys and put in a
graph Use key questioning to steer
the discussion to the graph being
the thing that adds meaning to the
data; therefore, data is information
without meaning. Usual
explanations for the word base
are:  Base is at the bottom of
something holding it up  Base is a
safe place in a playground game
or game of Baseball  Base is
somewhere that everyone goes to
in a game

Microbits is form of robotics to
help programme a device.

It gives children real life
experiences in a relatable context
– EG gaming.

Year 5

Skills

- Use basic coding principles
to manipulate changes

Create a space background.

Create a simple 2D rocket as
object to move.

EXT: Add further 2D objects e.g.
shooting stars.

- Knowing the key shortcuts
- Creating speaker notes on

the document for the
presenter

- Input data in columns –
develop their
understanding of why
considered rows and
columns are important to
data

- Start to use simple
formula eg.  =SUM

- All data to be labelled
accurately

- Export data to the relevant
media

Linked

Computing
Technicians/

Influencers

● Kelly Goeller - pixel pour

● Txaber - Pantone Pixels

Aardman Animations

(studio behind Wallace and
Gromit, Chicken Run etc)

Pixar Animation Studios

(Wall-e, Finding Nemo etc)

The Nightmare Before
Christmas
Fantastic Mr. Fox
The LEGO Movie

● CGI Animation in Playstation
(Assassins Creed - Origins is
set in Egypt) Perhaps just
show this clip
https://www.youtube.com/wat
ch?v=2hpfRMXpTXQ

History

Digital Computer reconstructions
of mummy

Reinhardt Buhr – uses looping in
his music (south African)

Ed sheeran coding in music

Tokyo Myers – BGT music for
programming.

Tyler Hobbs turns algorithms into
art work.

Olugbenga Adelekan – bass, keys

https://www.vam.ac.uk/collections
?type=featured

https://www.tate.org.uk/art/archiv
e

Many large UK Galleries have large
online databases with imagery of
their artwork

● VOMA - Virtual Online Museum
of art https://voma.space/

● The Greatest Showman
● VR Rollercoaster Ride

https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=A0yKjQ_Pd0g

Reinhardt Buhr – uses looping in
his music (south African)

Ed sheeran coding in music

Tokyo Myers – BGT music for
programming.

https://www.commonsensemedia.org/blog/the-minecraft-glossary-for-parents
https://www.commonsensemedia.org/blog/the-minecraft-glossary-for-parents
https://www.commonsensemedia.org/blog/the-minecraft-glossary-for-parents
https://www.aardman.com/
https://www.pixar.com/
https://www.pixar.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2hpfRMXpTXQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2hpfRMXpTXQ
https://www.vam.ac.uk/collections?type=featured
https://www.vam.ac.uk/collections?type=featured
https://www.tate.org.uk/art/archive
https://www.tate.org.uk/art/archive
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A0yKjQ_Pd0g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A0yKjQ_Pd0g


●

Musicians

Gorrilaz - an entirely cartoon
based band.

https://www.smithsonianmag.com
/smart-news/3-d-reconstruction-re
veals-child-mummys-face-1809759
09/

Dr Katie Bowman – algorithm
development which took a picture
of the first black hole.

Roman Verostko

● http://www.verostko.com/arch
ive/statements/statement04.ht
ml
Creates art from algorithms

● Mark Dorf – uses digital
photograpgy and CGI
algorithms

This is a VR art gallery that
you can move around in and
interact with art from all over
the world

Tyler Hobbs turns algorithms into
art work.

Olugbenga Adelekan – bass, keys

Dr Katie Bowman – algorithm
development which took a picture
of the first black hole.

Linked Texts

Purple – Fiction

Blue –
Non-Fiction

Minecraft Epic Bases: 12
mind-blowing builds to spark your
imagination by Mojang AB | 1 Oct
2020

Minecraft: Into the Game

(Minecraft Woodsword Chronicles

#1) Paperback – 18 April 2019 by

Nick Eliopulos

Create with Code - build your own
website

Artificial Inteligence

Animation Studio By Helen Piercy
(Author)

Nightlights: by Lorena Alvarez (has
some lovely illustrations)

Animation Lab for Kids: Fun
Projects for Visual Storytelling and
Making Art Move

The Lego Animation Book: Make
Your Own Lego Movies

So You Think You've Got It Bad? A
Kid's Life in Ancient Egypt
Paperback – by Chae Strathie 

Pioneers of Science and
Technology - Brilliant Women

Artificial Intelligence

Steve Jobs - the extraordinary life

Safe Social Networking by Heather
E Schwatrz.

Video Games: Design and Code
Your Own Adventure (Build It
Yourself) by Kathy Ceceri

Kids get coding - coding in the real
world.
Create with Code - build your own
website
Grace Hopper: The woman behind
Computer Programming.

Agent Asha: Mission Shark Bytes

The game is on, Travel with
wonder - Jennifer Bell.

What is a Database? Kirsty Holmes
Understanding Computer search
and research.
How does a network work?

Coding for Minecrafters:
Adventures for Kids Learning
Computer Code: Unofficial

Adventures for Kids Learning
Computer Code
by Ian Garland

Kids get coding - coding in the real
world.

Create with Code - build your own
website
Grace Hopper: The woman behind
Computer Programming.

The game is on, Travel with
wonder - Jennifer Bell.

https://www.smithsonianmag.com/smart-news/3-d-reconstruction-reveals-child-mummys-face-180975909/
https://www.smithsonianmag.com/smart-news/3-d-reconstruction-reveals-child-mummys-face-180975909/
https://www.smithsonianmag.com/smart-news/3-d-reconstruction-reveals-child-mummys-face-180975909/
https://www.smithsonianmag.com/smart-news/3-d-reconstruction-reveals-child-mummys-face-180975909/
https://www.amazon.co.uk/gp/slredirect/picassoRedirect.html/ref=pa_sp_atf_aps_sr_pg1_1?ie=UTF8&adId=A07483543GWU1EVC2YMH7&url=%2FMinecraft-Epic-Bases-mind-blowing-imagination%2Fdp%2F140529647X%2Fref%3Dsr_1_1_sspa%3Fadgrpid%3D51987279526%26dchild%3D1%26gclid%3DCjwKCAiAwrf-BRA9EiwAUWwKXljJf0xd2lA7FJyCApCeCkzU0oFBEP1hXFmjDv3aL0qhfk6SZk7DwRoCQ3AQAvD_BwE%26hvadid%3D259016566506%26hvdev%3Dc%26hvlocphy%3D9050382%26hvnetw%3Dg%26hvqmt%3De%26hvrand%3D5767019106458646539%26hvtargid%3Dkwd-35436089724%26hydadcr%3D10556_1789497%26keywords%3Dminecraft%2Bbooks%26qid%3D1607341975%26sr%3D8-1-spons%26tag%3Dgooghydr-21%26psc%3D1&qualifier=1607341975&id=3780000869070697&widgetName=sp_atf
https://www.amazon.co.uk/gp/slredirect/picassoRedirect.html/ref=pa_sp_atf_aps_sr_pg1_1?ie=UTF8&adId=A07483543GWU1EVC2YMH7&url=%2FMinecraft-Epic-Bases-mind-blowing-imagination%2Fdp%2F140529647X%2Fref%3Dsr_1_1_sspa%3Fadgrpid%3D51987279526%26dchild%3D1%26gclid%3DCjwKCAiAwrf-BRA9EiwAUWwKXljJf0xd2lA7FJyCApCeCkzU0oFBEP1hXFmjDv3aL0qhfk6SZk7DwRoCQ3AQAvD_BwE%26hvadid%3D259016566506%26hvdev%3Dc%26hvlocphy%3D9050382%26hvnetw%3Dg%26hvqmt%3De%26hvrand%3D5767019106458646539%26hvtargid%3Dkwd-35436089724%26hydadcr%3D10556_1789497%26keywords%3Dminecraft%2Bbooks%26qid%3D1607341975%26sr%3D8-1-spons%26tag%3Dgooghydr-21%26psc%3D1&qualifier=1607341975&id=3780000869070697&widgetName=sp_atf
https://www.amazon.co.uk/gp/slredirect/picassoRedirect.html/ref=pa_sp_atf_aps_sr_pg1_1?ie=UTF8&adId=A07483543GWU1EVC2YMH7&url=%2FMinecraft-Epic-Bases-mind-blowing-imagination%2Fdp%2F140529647X%2Fref%3Dsr_1_1_sspa%3Fadgrpid%3D51987279526%26dchild%3D1%26gclid%3DCjwKCAiAwrf-BRA9EiwAUWwKXljJf0xd2lA7FJyCApCeCkzU0oFBEP1hXFmjDv3aL0qhfk6SZk7DwRoCQ3AQAvD_BwE%26hvadid%3D259016566506%26hvdev%3Dc%26hvlocphy%3D9050382%26hvnetw%3Dg%26hvqmt%3De%26hvrand%3D5767019106458646539%26hvtargid%3Dkwd-35436089724%26hydadcr%3D10556_1789497%26keywords%3Dminecraft%2Bbooks%26qid%3D1607341975%26sr%3D8-1-spons%26tag%3Dgooghydr-21%26psc%3D1&qualifier=1607341975&id=3780000869070697&widgetName=sp_atf
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Mojang-AB/e/B01ID8O3X0?ref=sr_ntt_srch_lnk_1&qid=1607341975&sr=8-1
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Nick-Eliopulos/e/B001JRUVKM/ref=dp_byline_cont_book_1
https://www.whsmith.co.uk/search?q=Helen%20Piercy
https://www.booktrust.org.uk/book/n/nightlights/
https://www.amazon.co.uk/s/ref=dp_byline_sr_book_1?ie=UTF8&field-author=Chae+Strathie&text=Chae+Strathie&sort=relevancerank&search-alias=books-uk
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Kathy-Ceceri/e/B002MO1BRI/ref=dp_byline_cont_book_1
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Coding-Minecrafters-Adventures-Learning-Computer/dp/1510740023/ref=sr_1_9?dchild=1&keywords=computing+book+for+kids&qid=1607353364&sr=8-9
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Coding-Minecrafters-Adventures-Learning-Computer/dp/1510740023/ref=sr_1_9?dchild=1&keywords=computing+book+for+kids&qid=1607353364&sr=8-9
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Coding-Minecrafters-Adventures-Learning-Computer/dp/1510740023/ref=sr_1_9?dchild=1&keywords=computing+book+for+kids&qid=1607353364&sr=8-9
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Coding-Minecrafters-Adventures-Learning-Computer/dp/1510740023/ref=sr_1_9?dchild=1&keywords=computing+book+for+kids&qid=1607353364&sr=8-9
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Coding-Minecrafters-Adventures-Learning-Computer/dp/1510740023/ref=sr_1_9?dchild=1&keywords=computing+book+for+kids&qid=1607353364&sr=8-9


Year 6 Computing Medium Term Overview

Topic Autumn 1

Meet the Greeks

Autumn 2

Born to Survive

Spring 1

Dragonology

Spring  2

Lest We Forget

Summer 1

Lest We Forget

Summer 2

Location, Location, Location

Unit and
Outcome

Animate it - Stop motion
animation. Children design and
record their own Greek myth

animation.

Scratch - Use coding skills to
design, write and debug a maze for

Torak’s quest in ‘Wolf Brother’.

Scratch/Micro: bits – use coding
skills to design, write and debug

programs.

Google Sites - Create a website with information using search
technologies effective – using work from last half term.

Enterprise Week

Google Forms - Create web-based
surveys linked to selling castles.
Children to use internet search
engines to gather information.



Collect, analyse, evaluate data on spreadsheets and then present the
results and information collated for their business idea.

Topic Specific
Vocabulary

Overlaying Multi-targeted programming Motherboard Subpages Access

Subject
Specific

Vocabulary

Application Layering Multi-surface Software Device

General
Vocabulary

Three dimensional - 3D Complex LED panel Manipulate Survey

Prior Learning In Year 5 pupils were taught:
Animate It – children create an
animation using webcams and
Lego models linked to space.

In Year 5 pupils were taught:
Scratch – design, write and debug

programs. Children create

their own game for others to play.

In Year 5 pupils were taught:
Scratch/Micro:bits - Use coding

skills to programme micro:bits to
make scrolling displays for their

fairground rides.

In Year 5 pupils were taught: Access – Use databases to collect
information and mail merge to create animal top trump cards.

In Year 5 pupils were taught:
Access – Use databases to collect
information and mail merge to
create animal top trump cards.

Google slides - use slides to create
Egyptian Fact File posters.

Later Learning In KS3, children will undertake
creative projects that involve
selecting, using, and combining
multiple applications, preferably
across a range of devices.

In KS3, children will understand
several key algorithms that reflect
computational thinking. They will
also use 2 or more programming
languages and understand how
instructions are stored and
executed within a computer
system.

In KS3, children will understand
several key algorithms that reflect
computational thinking. They will
also use 2 or more programming
languages and understand how
instructions are stored and
executed within a computer
system.

In KS3, children will understand several key algorithms that reflect
computational thinking, make appropriate use of data structures,
understand how instructions are stored and executed within a computer
system; understand how data of various types (including text, sounds
and pictures) can be represented and manipulated digitally, in the form
of binary digits, undertake creative projects that involve selecting, using,
and combining multiple applications, preferably across a range of
devices, to achieve challenging goals, including collecting and analysing
data and meeting the needs of known users create, reuse, revise and
repurpose digital artefacts for a given audience, with attention to
trustworthiness, design and usability, a range of ways to use technology
safely, respectfully, responsibly and securely, including protecting their
online identity and privacy; recognise inappropriate content, contact and
conduct, and know how to report concerns

In KS3, children will understand
how instructions are stored and
executed within a computer
system; understand how data of
various types (including text,
sounds and pictures) can be
represented and manipulated
digitally, in the form of binary
digits

Year 6 National
Curriculum
Objectives

Select, use and combine a variety
of software (including internet
services) on a range of digital
devices to design and create a
range of programs, systems and
content that accomplish given
goals, including collecting,
analysing, evaluating and
presenting data and information..

Design, write and debug programs
that accomplish specific goals,
including controlling or simulating
physical systems; solve problems
by decomposing them into smaller
parts.

Use sequence, selection, and
repetition in programs.

Work and to detect and correct
errors in algorithms and programs.

Work with variables and various
forms of input and output use
logical reasoning to explain how
to use some simple algorithms.

Select, use and combine a variety of software (including internet
services) on a range of digital devices to design and create a range of
programs, systems and content that accomplish given goals, including
collecting, analysing, evaluating and presenting data and information.

Use technology safely, respectfully and responsibly;

Recognise acceptable/unacceptable behaviour; identify a range of ways
to report concerns about content and contact.

Select, use and combine a variety
of software (including internet
services) on a range of digital
devices to design and create a
range of programs, systems and
content that accomplish given
goals, including collecting,
analysing, evaluating and
presenting data and information.



More detailed
knowledge

required

Plan a storyboard of the scene so
you know what media to collect
and capture for it.

Algorithm- A precise step by step
guide to achieving a specific
outcome. We all use algorithms all
the time but often don’t recognise
them as such. The order we dress
and wash could be described as a
getting up algorithm. Posting a
letter, dance steps, making a
sandwich or preparing a cup of tea
are other common algorithms. In
fact we all use algorithms every
day of our lives. The important task
for budding computer scientists is
to break the steps of any algorithm
up into the smallest possible steps
that could be repeated by someone
else or a computer.

Debugging is the art of fixing or
correcting algorithms or
programming code.

If your program does not run as
expected, ask why? Which part of
your program did not run? Check
through carefully to ensure your
code is written correctly, and is in
the correct sequence.

Microbit are a form of robotics -
emphasis on programming rather
than doing.  See the skill
progression for further detail.

It gives children real life
experiences in a relatable context
– EG gaming.

Enterprise week:

Usual explanations for what data is:  Data is usually numbers like in
maths.

Data is stuff that you collect in surveys and put in a graph Use key
questioning to steer the discussion to the graph being the thing that
adds meaning to the data; therefore, data is information without
meaning. Usual explanations for the word base are:  Base is at the
bottom of something holding it up.

Base is a safe place in a playground game or game of Baseball.

Base is somewhere that everyone goes to in a game.

How to create a graph:

- To collate data in a spreadsheet
- Create aligned columns of data
- Highlight chosen data
- Click insert and through the recommended charts decide on

your graph
- Add titles and axis labels

https://zapier.com/learn/google-sh
eets/how-to-use-google-forms/

Year 6

Skills

Create backgrounds.

Create a 3D model from plasticine
- teach how to move the plasticine
to create finer movements.

EXT: Adding audio or music and
editing the animation

Enterprise week:

- Highlighting the key information
- Create graphs from their inputted data
- Label the graphs clearly and simplify for the audience
- Develop their use of formula eg. =AVERAGE , =COUNT
- Use the sort and filter tools to analyse their findings by different

criteria
- Extract data to create a new database (use =SUM answers to

create new results eg. cost differences)
Export data that is simple and clear to show their audience

- Choose questions that are
appropriate worded for a
simple yes or no response

Linked

Computing
Technicians/

Influencers

Digital animation of Ancient
Greece -
https://www.youtube.com/watc
h?v=3uIpNcTEhvc

Art Project - Rania Zouganeli -
Interactive painting

https://www.bareconductive.co
m/news/learn-greek-mythology
-interactive-painting/

Walt Disney

Artist - Geoff Taylor - Illustrator

http://www.geofftaylor-artist.co
m/galleries/illustrations/author/t
itle/Wolf%2520Brother

Digital Scratch Art -
https://scratch.mit.edu/studios/
21720/

Making a CGI dragon

https://www.youtube.com/wat
ch?v=FRWHNdvWQTg

Light LED artwork that has
been programmed

Dobpler LED Wall

https://dobpler.com/

https://www.youtube.com/watc
h?v=vCO5rE_2yDs

Artist - Tatsuo Horiuch

https://mymodernmet.com/tatsuo-
horiuchi-excel-spreadsheet-paintin
gs/

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v
=OrwBc6PwAcY

Old WWII submarine based turned
into digital art gallery

https://www.scmp.com/video/arts-
culture/3088030/submarine-base-f
rance-turned-worlds-largest-digital
-art-gallery

3D tour of Windsor Castle

https://www.royal.uk/virtual-tours-
windsor-castle

https://zapier.com/learn/google-sheets/how-to-use-google-forms/
https://zapier.com/learn/google-sheets/how-to-use-google-forms/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3uIpNcTEhvc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3uIpNcTEhvc
https://www.bareconductive.com/news/learn-greek-mythology-interactive-painting/
https://www.bareconductive.com/news/learn-greek-mythology-interactive-painting/
https://www.bareconductive.com/news/learn-greek-mythology-interactive-painting/
http://www.geofftaylor-artist.com/galleries/illustrations/author/title/Wolf%2520Brother
http://www.geofftaylor-artist.com/galleries/illustrations/author/title/Wolf%2520Brother
http://www.geofftaylor-artist.com/galleries/illustrations/author/title/Wolf%2520Brother
https://scratch.mit.edu/studios/21720/
https://scratch.mit.edu/studios/21720/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FRWHNdvWQTg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FRWHNdvWQTg
https://dobpler.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vCO5rE_2yDs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vCO5rE_2yDs
https://mymodernmet.com/tatsuo-horiuchi-excel-spreadsheet-paintings/
https://mymodernmet.com/tatsuo-horiuchi-excel-spreadsheet-paintings/
https://mymodernmet.com/tatsuo-horiuchi-excel-spreadsheet-paintings/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OrwBc6PwAcY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OrwBc6PwAcY
https://www.scmp.com/video/arts-culture/3088030/submarine-base-france-turned-worlds-largest-digital-art-gallery
https://www.scmp.com/video/arts-culture/3088030/submarine-base-france-turned-worlds-largest-digital-art-gallery
https://www.scmp.com/video/arts-culture/3088030/submarine-base-france-turned-worlds-largest-digital-art-gallery
https://www.scmp.com/video/arts-culture/3088030/submarine-base-france-turned-worlds-largest-digital-art-gallery
https://www.royal.uk/virtual-tours-windsor-castle
https://www.royal.uk/virtual-tours-windsor-castle


John Kricfalusi

John Lasseter

 Oskar Fischinger

Gorrilaz - an entirely cartoon
based band.

Reinhardt Buhr – uses looping
in his music (south African)

Ed sheeran coding in music

Tokyo Myers – BGT music for
programming.

Tyler Hobbs turns algorithms
into art work.

Olugbenga Adelekan – bass,
keys

Dr Katie Bowman – algorithm
development which took a
picture of the first black hole.

Linked Texts

Purple – Fiction

Blue –
Non-Fiction

Mythology: Timeless Tales of Gods
and Heroes, 75th Anniversary
Illustrated Edition

by Edith Hamilton and Jim Tierne

Island of Fog: A Magical Fantasy
Adventure by Keith Robinson

Wall-E (Disney/Pixar Wall-E) by
Random House Disney

Shaun the Sheep (animation)

The Lego Animation Book: Make
Your Own Lego Movies! by David
Pagano and David Pickett

Animation Lab for Kids: Fun
Projects for Visual Storytelling and
Making Art Move - From
cartooning and flip books to
claymation and stop-motion movie
making: 9 (Lab Series)

by Laura Bellmont and Emily Brink

Animation Studio By Helen Piercy
(Author)

Nightlights: by Lorena Alvarez (has
some lovely illustrations)

Friendship Code #1, The (Girls
Who Code) by Deutsch, Stacia

The Everything Kids' Scratch
Coding Book: Learn to Code and
Create Your Own Cool Games! by
Jason Rukman

Coding for kids scratch: a
step-by-step beginner's guide to
mastering coding and creating your
own cartoons and games by Bill
Baldwin

Crayola (R) Art of Coding: A
Celebration of Creative Mindsets
(Nonfiction - Grades 4-8) by Kiki
Prottsman

Grace Hooper: The woman behind
coding.

Brilliant Women - Pioneers of
Sicence and Technology

The game is on, Travel with wonder
- Jennifer Bell.

Video Games: Design and Code
Your Own Adventure (Build It
Yourself) by Kathy Ceceri

Only You Can Save Mankind by
Terry Pratchett

Altro Evo Art Book Illustrations:
Digital Painting: Sword and
Sorcery Fantasy ArtBook on the
Day of the Dragon (Fantasy Action
Series from Altro Evo

The game is on, Travel with
wonder - Jennifer Bell.

Grace Hooper: The woman behind
coding.

Brilliant Women - Pioneers of
Science and Technology

Spies, Code Breakers, and Secret

Agents: A World War II Book for

Kids Paperback by Carole P Roman

Navajo Code Talkers: Top Secret
Messengers of World War II
(Amazing World War II Stories) by
Blake Hoena

Time Traveller Danny And The

Codebreaker (Time Travelling Kids

Book 9) by Paul Morris

The extraordinary life of Steve
Jobs

Fantastically great women who
made History  - Kate

Safe Social Networking  by
Heather E Schwartz

Understanding Computer Search
and Research

How does a network work? - Matt
Annis

Code Breaker, Spy Hunter: How
Elizebeth Friedman Changed the
Course of Two World Wars by Laurie
Wallmark and Brooke Smart

Codename Celine by Jim Eldridge

The extraordinary life of Steve
Jobs

Fantastically great women who
made History  - Kate

Safe Social Networking  by
Heather E Schwartz

Understanding Computer Search
and Research

How does a network work? - Matt
Annis

The Ordnance Survey Kids
Adventure Book
by Ordnance Survey and Dr Gareth
Moore

Artificial Intelligence

Understanding Computer Search
and Research

https://www.amazon.co.uk/Mythology-Timeless-Heroes-Anniversary-Illustrated/dp/0316438529/ref=sr_1_4?crid=2S8LT4T3QS221&dchild=1&keywords=greek+mythology+for+children&qid=1607940927&sprefix=greek+mythology+%2Caps%2C169&sr=8-4
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Mythology-Timeless-Heroes-Anniversary-Illustrated/dp/0316438529/ref=sr_1_4?crid=2S8LT4T3QS221&dchild=1&keywords=greek+mythology+for+children&qid=1607940927&sprefix=greek+mythology+%2Caps%2C169&sr=8-4
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Mythology-Timeless-Heroes-Anniversary-Illustrated/dp/0316438529/ref=sr_1_4?crid=2S8LT4T3QS221&dchild=1&keywords=greek+mythology+for+children&qid=1607940927&sprefix=greek+mythology+%2Caps%2C169&sr=8-4
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Edith-Hamilton/e/B000AP7ET0?ref=sr_ntt_srch_lnk_4&qid=1607940927&sr=8-4
https://www.amazon.co.uk/gp/slredirect/picassoRedirect.html/ref=pa_sp_btf_aps_sr_pg1_1?ie=UTF8&adId=A08462581QGSD1AQ7J39K&url=%2FIsland-Fog-Magical-Fantasy-Adventure-ebook%2Fdp%2FB002JCSA22%2Fref%3Dsr_1_21_sspa%3Fdchild%3D1%26keywords%3Dgreek%2Bmythology%2Bfor%2Bchildren%26qid%3D1607941011%26sr%3D8-21-spons%26psc%3D1&qualifier=1607941011&id=1253408041963434&widgetName=sp_btf
https://www.amazon.co.uk/gp/slredirect/picassoRedirect.html/ref=pa_sp_btf_aps_sr_pg1_1?ie=UTF8&adId=A08462581QGSD1AQ7J39K&url=%2FIsland-Fog-Magical-Fantasy-Adventure-ebook%2Fdp%2FB002JCSA22%2Fref%3Dsr_1_21_sspa%3Fdchild%3D1%26keywords%3Dgreek%2Bmythology%2Bfor%2Bchildren%26qid%3D1607941011%26sr%3D8-21-spons%26psc%3D1&qualifier=1607941011&id=1253408041963434&widgetName=sp_btf
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Keith-Robinson/e/B002QL5S1W?ref=sr_ntt_srch_lnk_21&qid=1607941011&sr=8-21
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Animation-Lab-Kids-Storytelling-stop-motion/dp/1631591185/ref=sr_1_3?dchild=1&keywords=animation+for+children&qid=1607940738&sr=8-3
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Animation-Lab-Kids-Storytelling-stop-motion/dp/1631591185/ref=sr_1_3?dchild=1&keywords=animation+for+children&qid=1607940738&sr=8-3
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Animation-Lab-Kids-Storytelling-stop-motion/dp/1631591185/ref=sr_1_3?dchild=1&keywords=animation+for+children&qid=1607940738&sr=8-3
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Animation-Lab-Kids-Storytelling-stop-motion/dp/1631591185/ref=sr_1_3?dchild=1&keywords=animation+for+children&qid=1607940738&sr=8-3
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Animation-Lab-Kids-Storytelling-stop-motion/dp/1631591185/ref=sr_1_3?dchild=1&keywords=animation+for+children&qid=1607940738&sr=8-3
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Animation-Lab-Kids-Storytelling-stop-motion/dp/1631591185/ref=sr_1_3?dchild=1&keywords=animation+for+children&qid=1607940738&sr=8-3
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Laura-Bellmont/e/B01KP05MUC?ref=sr_ntt_srch_lnk_3&qid=1607940738&sr=8-3
https://www.whsmith.co.uk/search?q=Helen%20Piercy
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